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MACROECONOMICS - CLUTCH
CH. 12 - UNEMPLOYMENT AND INFLATION
CONCEPT: LABOR FORCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT
● Tracking levels of employment within an economy gives meaningful data regarding the nation’s productivity

□ Labor Force – the total number of workers, including employed and unemployed
> Employed – Paid employees; business owners; full-time or part-time
- Includes temporary absences due to vacation, illness, or strike
> Unemployed – Available for work, seeking a job, but unable to find a job
> Not in the Labor Force – Do not fit other categories (i.e. full-time student, homemaker, or retiree)
- Discouraged Workers – Ready to work, but gave up on job search believing no job available
𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑 + 𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑
𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑
∗ 100
𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
∗ 100
𝐴𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑
∗ 100
𝐴𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

● Problems with measuring unemployment:

□ Discouraged workers are not included in the labor force leading to an _____________ of the unemployment rate
> During a recession, discouraged workers increase since people have trouble finding jobs

□ Part-time workers count as fully-employed, leading to a partial ________________ of the unemployment rate
> Although some part-time workers make that choice, many part-time workers would prefer a full-time job
> Underemployment – people who work part-time because they cannot find full-time jobs

□ Survey results are not always truthful and may _________________ the unemployment rate
> A person may claim to be looking for work to remain eligible for government unemployment benefits
- The person is classified as ________________ rather than ______________________
> A person may claim to be unemployed, but are actually involved in illegal activity (i.e. drug dealing)
- The person is classified as ________________ rather than ______________________
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CONCEPT: TYPES OF UNEMPLOYMENT
● Frictional Unemployment – short-term unemployment arising from matching workers with suitable jobs

□ Job Search – the process of workers looking for suitable jobs
□ Seasonal unemployment is included in frictional unemployment
□ Frictional unemployment is okay because finding a good match for an employee increases job satisfaction
□ Remember: frictional unemployment describes the “friction” between jobs; workers still have marketable skills
> A job opening for a pastry chef would be inappropriately filled by an unemployed electrical engineer
● Structural Unemployment – longer-term unemployment from the mismatch of worker skills and available jobs

□ Example: 2-D animators in a 3-D world
□ Structural unemployment is a serious problem because workers are not appropriately trained for available jobs
□ Remember: structural unemployment comes from the changing job “structure”; workers skills are not marketable
> Workers need additional training, education, or relocation to be employable
● Cyclical Unemployment – unemployment caused by a business cycle recession

□ During the 2008 recession, companies laid off workers. As the economy recovered, they hired workers.
□ Cyclical unemployment results from a lack of demand for the goods and services produced
> A lack of demand leads companies to have increased inventories and, thus, do not need to produce
● It is unavoidable to have at least some frictional and structural unemployment in any economy

□ Full Employment – an economy where cyclical unemployment is zero
𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

□ When an economy is at full employment, it is reaching its Potential GDP
> The difference between the potential (“ideal”) GDP and the actual GDP is the GDP Gap
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐺𝑎𝑝 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝐷𝑃 − 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝐷𝑃
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PRACTICE: George recently graduated from college with a Master’s Degree in Basket Weaving. During the few months he
spends searching for a stable basket weaving job, he is experiencing:
a) Structural unemployment
b) Frictional unemployment
c) Natural Unemployment
d) Cyclical Unemployment

PRACTICE: Workers at an automobile assembly plant are laid off because the economy is weak and the demand for
automobiles has fallen. What type of unemployment best describes the workers’ situation?
a) Structural unemployment
b) Frictional unemployment
c) Natural Unemployment
d) Cyclical Unemployment

PRACTICE: After spending several months searching for a job using his Basket Weaving degree, George realizes that
there are not many available jobs for basket weavers. George decides to get new technical training to apply his basket
weaving skills to integrated basket design using AutoCAD. During this time, George is likely experiencing:
a) Structural unemployment
b) Frictional unemployment
c) Natural Unemployment
d) Cyclical Unemployment
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CONCEPT: LABOR UNIONS
● Labor unions are organizations that try to raise wages and improve working conditions for their members

□ Collective bargaining – negotiating with an entire group of workers rather than individual workers
□ The need for labor unions spawned from worker abuses by industrialists (i.e. long hours, low pay, bad conditions)
Union Effect on Labor Equilibrium
Influence on Labor Supply  _______________



Controlling entry into apprenticeship programs
Influencing job qualification standards

Influence on Labor Demand  _______________




Improving MPL with training and certification programs
Encouraging purchase of unionized goods
Supporting minimum wage laws (increases demand for
high-skilled labor)

□ In general, labor unions lead to a __________ equilibrium wage and a __________ equilibrium quantity
□ Union membership has been on a general ________________ in the United States
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CONCEPT: MINIMUM WAGE LAWS AND EFFICIENCY WAGES
● A price floor is the legally determined ______________________ price for a good.

□ For a price floor to be effective, the price floor must be _________________________________
□ Effective price floors cause a ____________________ in the market.
□ Common price floor topic: Minimum Wage Laws
Minimum Wage Laws

□ Leads to a compromise between a living wage for workers with jobs and unemployment for unemployed workers.
● Some employers pay wages above equilibrium as an ______________ to their employees.

□ A wage ____________ the equilibrium wage is called an efficiency wage
- Worker Turnover: The opportunity cost of losing an efficiency-wage job is ____________
- Worker Quality: If you are fired, you will likely have to accept a _____________ paying job
- Worker Effort: Workers are motivated to perform well to avoid being fired
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CONCEPT: UNEMPLOYMENT TRENDS
● Several trends emerge from analyzing unemployment in the United States:

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

□ African-Americans have _________ unemployment rates though they have similar labor-force participation rates
> A likely interpretation is that institutionalized racism leads to difficulty securing jobs for blacks

□ Teenagers have _________ unemployment rates than adults
> Labor-force participation rates are low because not all teenagers are looking for jobs
> Teenagers have difficulty securing jobs when they are searching for jobs

Source: U.S. Department of Labor

□ Over time, women have __________ the labor force, while men have ___________ the labor force.
> The increase of women in the workforce is easily explained by the changing roles in society over time
- In the 1950s and before, women were generally homemakers  lower labor force participation
> Men have a decreasing labor force participation rate due to:
- Young men staying in school longer before entering the labor force
- Longer retirements
- With more women employed, some fathers now take the homemaker role
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; National Bureau of Economic Research

□ Unemployment increases during recessions due to ______________ unemployment
> Lower demand for goods and services during recessions leads to increased unemployment
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CONCEPT: NOMINAL INTEREST, REAL INTERST, AND THE FISHER EQUATION
● Inflation describes a general increase in prices over time. We can use the CPI to measure the inflation rate:
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑌 =

𝐶𝑃𝐼𝐶𝑌 − 𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑃𝑌
∗ 100
𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑃𝑌

□ Nominal Interest Rate – The stated rate of interest on a loan
□ Real Interest Rate – The nominal interest rate ____________________________
> The real interest rate shows the effect inflation has on purchasing power
EXAMPLE: You only spend your savings on one essential good: mini porcelain figurines. At the beginning of the year, the
price of a figurine is $20.00. If you use your entire $2,000 on figurines, you would be able to purchase:

However, suppose you had saved the $2,000 earning 5% interest throughout the year. If the rate of inflation is 2%, how
many figurines could you buy at the end of the year?

You are able to purchase __________% more figurines. The real interest rate you received was __________%
We can use the following formula to approximate the real interest rate at low levels of inflation:
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
In our example:

__________________ = _______________________ – ________________

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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CONCEPT: NOMINAL INCOME AND REAL INCOME
● Inflation can help measure the purchasing power of a household’s income.

□ Nominal Income – the number of dollars received as wages, rent, interest, or profit
□ Real Income – The nominal income ____________________________
> Real income measures the amount of goods and services that the nominal income can buy
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 =

𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑠)

> If nominal income increases at the same rate as the price index, then real income is ________________
%∆ 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 = %∆ 𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 − %∆ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
EXAMPLE: DJ Money Face is the world’s best DJ. In 2017, he earned $20,000 playing the most popular music at
nightclubs. He spent many nights practicing twisting knobs and holding one of the headphones to his ear. Audiences were
so thrilled by his iTunes playlists that in 2018 he was able to earn $25,000 selecting the most popular music. Use the
following information regarding CPI to answer these questions:
(a) What was DJ Money Face’s real income in 2017?
(b) What was DJ Money Face’s real income in 2018?
(c) What was the percentage change in DJ Money Face’s real income?

Year

CPI

2005

100

2017

118

2018

120
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CONCEPT: WHO IS AFFECTED BY INFLATION
● Inflation describes a general increase in prices over time

□ Anticipated Inflation or expected inflation is an estimate of the amount of inflation that will occur
□ Unanticipated inflation can cause problems with the amount of real income people receive
● Unanticipated inflation affects members of the economy in different ways. Members hurt by unanticipated inflation:

□ Fixed-Income Receivers: People who receive the same income while inflation occurs
> Example: Retired person living on a fixed pension; Landlords receiving fixed lease payments
> If the nominal income is constant while prices are rising, then the real income ___________

□ Savers: Rising prices hurt the purchasing power of accumulated savings
> Example: Hoarding cash under the mattress would have lost half its value between 1985 and 2009
> Even if the savings are earning interest in a bank account, the real interest rate will lower
- Reference video: “Nominal Interest, Real Interest, and the Fisher Equation”

□ Creditors: Inflation causes the principal balance repaid to have less purchasing power than when it was loaned
> Example: 1st Bank loans $1,000  Unanticipated Inflation  Five years pass, $1,000 repaid
● Unanticipated inflation may help or simply not affect some members of the economy:

□ Flexible-Income Receivers: People who receive income with “cost-of-living” adjustments
> Example: Social security payments; union contracts that adjust for inflation

□ Debtors: Inflation causes the principal balance repaid to have less purchasing power than when it was loaned
> Example: Bob borrows $1,000  Unanticipated Inflation  Five years pass, $1,000 repaid
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CONCEPT: DEMAND-PULL INFLATION AND COST-PUSH INFLATION
● Increased prices can be caused by increased demand or decreased supply:

□ Demand-Pull Inflation – “too much ___________ chasing too few ____________”
> In this case, demand is pulling the price levels higher
> If we hold production constant, but people want more  prices increase

□ Cost-Push Inflation – per-unit production costs are ____________ causing profits to ___________
> Lower profits reduce output, which leads to a lower available supply
> If we hold demand constant, but supply falls  prices increase
> Supply shocks – sudden, unexpected increases in resource prices
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CONCEPT: COSTS OF INFLATION – SHOE-LEATHER COSTS AND MENU COSTS
● Even if we perfectly anticipate inflation, there are unavoidable costs that individuals and firms will face:

□ Shoe-Leather Costs – resources wasted because you are trying to __________ holding money
> The imagery alludes to wear-and-tear on your shoes from the extra “running around”
> You sacrifice time and convenience by holding less cash
> Trivial with low levels of inflation
> Hyperinflation – extraordinarily rapid inflation (generally regarded as sustained inflation above 50%)

□ Menu Costs – the costs businesses face from changing prices
> The imagery alludes to a restaurant printing a new menu because of new prices
> The more regularly businesses must re-price their goods, the higher the menu costs will be
> In hyperinflation, goods may need to be re-priced weekly or even daily

□ Tax Costs – “phantom” income earned by increasing prices
> Purchase land for $100,000  10% inflation  Sell land for $110,000
> Must still pay taxes on the $10,000 gain, but was it really a gain?
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